277 is restricted to lie in a half-plane, have proved very useful in applications (see [8, Sect. 7) for a partial survey, noting that T is called dissipative if -T is accretive in the above sense; see also [7, 10, 13, 17) ).
If T is a closed operator, then this Cauchy problem has a strongly continuous contraction semi-group U(t)= e-"; t 3 0 , if and only if the operator T is maximal accretive [17] . In this case the Cauchy problem is well posed, uniformly on [0, a) (see [13] ) and the unique solution is given by u(t) = U ( t ) uo. It is known also [2, 9] that the resolvent of such an operator T has the spectral representation j (it -A)-' e c , where t,bc is a generalized resolution of the identity. The abstract theory of accretive and dissipative operators in Hilbert space was developed originally by R. S. Phillips in a series of papers [IS181 and culminating in [19] , with a view to applications to the theory of symmetric linear hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations. This followed earlier work by Feller [lo, 1 I] using semigroup theory to give a complete description of the boundary conditions required for a large class of diffusion problems. The work of Feller made use of Banach function spaces (L1 and C) whereas the later papers of Phillips were set in L2 (Hilbert) function spaces.
In applications of the abstract theory to differential equations a major problem is that one is usually only given a formal differential expression and a function domain on which it gives rise to an accretive operator (often, the so-called minimal operator for the differential expression, see Sect. 2) and one has to prescribe a possibly larger domain on which the differential expression is maximal accretive. This problem is a special case of the abstract extension problem for accretive operators: Given an accretive operator To in 2, describe all maximal accretive operators T in 2 with T 0 c T. A complete and elegant solution to this problem, describing all maximal accretive extensions in terms of certain abstract boundary spaces, has been given by Phillips [19, Theorem 5.21 . However, relatively little use appears to have been made of this result, partly because in practice it is not always easy to produce concrete realizations of these abstract boundary spaces. Our objective here is to show how the theory may be used to solve the extension problem for a large class of operators derived from certain ordinary differential expressions.
Specifically, we consider differential expressions of the general form 1 where I is a closed interval of the real axis, and the coeficients o>O, pot p,, ..., pn are real-valued and such that the minimal operator, To. associated with T (see Sect. 2) is accretive in the weighted Hilbert space, L:(I), of functions f satisfying We show that under certain additional assumptions on the coeficient functions (guaranteeing, roughly speaking, that functions in the domain o f the maximal operator for T all have finite energy integrals, see Sect. 3), the Phillips theory may be used to obtain a precise description of all maximal accretive ex tensions of To.
The basic idea behind the Phillips theory involves identifying the graph of To with a subspace P of H = &' x 2 ' that is positive when H i s equipped with a suitably chosen indefinite inner product. If T is a maximal accretive extension of To, then the theory shows that the graph of T+ may be identified with a certain explicitly given (via an abstract boundary space) I maximal negative subspace of P', the orthogonal complement of P in the 1 indefinite inner product space H. Most of the technical problems an , encountered in constructing explicit realizations of the abstract boundary spaces by completing certain negative subspaces of P with respect to the indefinite metric on H. This is accomplished by an indirect argument using properties of Pontjagin spaces. Once an adjoint, T*, is known, it is then a relatively simple matter to use the adjoint construction technique of Brown and Krali [4] to produce an explicit fofm for T. In this general extension problem the maximal accretive extensions T of To need not be restrictions of the maximal operator, TI (following 1171, the latter restrictions might be called properly maximal accretive); indeed, the operators T need not even be differential operators in the traditional sense, a fact first noted by Feller [lo] . On the other hand we do have T* c T,* = TI, and thus the adjoints are restrictions of a differential operator, although they need not be described by end-point boundary conditions (cf. C19, p. 671). As these adjoints all have domains contained in a specified maximal domain (unlike the domains of the operators 7') they are somewhat easier to describe. This explains why in the theory mentioned above, one concentrates initially on the orthogonal complement of the graph of To in H.
In Section 2 we present certain preliminary differential operator theory, and an outline of the Phillips theory. Section 3 contains the main results. In particular, Theorem 3.12 describes the maximal accretive extensions of To when r is a regular differential operator. By way of example, the second order case is treated in Corollary 3.1 3. Finally, as is evident, we have only considered the extension problem for even order regular real formally symmetric expressions 7 . Similar results can be given for the even order singular case. It should also be possible to generalize this treatment to the case of complex-valued coefficients, at least when the functions in the appropriate maximal domains all have finite energy integrals. An inspection of the Phillips theory shows that the latter assumption is crucial, and the example in [6, p. 1751 underlines this point. For singular problems the removal of this condition would almost certainly produce a vast increase in complexity, as at the very least one is then forced to consider a much wider range of deficiency indices (or defect numbers in the complex coefficient case), and therefore a much wider variety of boundary conditions. The odd order differential operators (again assuming finite energy integrals) are in some ways easier to handle in that many cases may be treated by the direct method indicated by the example in 119, p. 943.
Throughout the paper we consider formal differential expressions of the form (1.5) with coe&cient functions w > 0, po # 0 a.e., and Let L i ( I ) denote the Hilbert space of all complex-valued functions f on I satisfying (1.6). For o = 1, we denote Li(I) by L2(I). Set 9 = ( y E Li(Z): y l k J exists and is absolutely continuous on I, 0 < k g 2n -1, and ry E L$(I)).
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We define the maximal operator for T in LL(I), TI, to be
The minimal operator for r in Lt(I), To, is defined to be the closure of the restriction of T , to the functions in 9 that vanish outside a finite interval such that for any k with 0 < k < n -1, where 11 -1 1 , denotes the usual norm on L 2 (~) .
Next, we outline the Phillips extension theory. The treatment follows that given in [19] except for the trivial change from dissipative to accretive operators.
Let &' be a Hilbert space with inner product (a, -), and let To be a closed, densely defined, accretive operator in 2. Set H=&' x X and for ti = {u, , u,) and 6 = ( v , ,v2)' in H define the indefinite inner product , Hepeeforth we refer to the inner product (2.11) as the Q-inner product to distinguish it from the standard inner product on H, under which H is a Hilbert space. With respect to this Q-inner product we have the fundamental decomposition (see [3, p. 24 )) where
andeach il={u,,u,) in H may be written as il=ii+ +i2-, where Also H + and H-are orthogonal and Q-orthogonal subspaces. It is not hard to see from (2.12) that H is a Krein space (see [3, p. 1001)-Let P = G(To), the graph of To in H. As To is closed and accretive it follows that P is a closed positive subspace of H. We assume in addition that P has no nontrivial null elements, i.e., that Q(i2, ii) > 0 for all nonzero ii in P. Let P' denote the Q-orthogonal complement of P in H. By 119, Theorem 3.1 J it follows that P' can be decomposed into orthogonal and.Qorthogonal strictly positive and strictly negative parts:
where Thus M + is intrinsically complete, i.e., complete with respect to the Qnorm (cf. [3, p. 71)). The negative subspace, M -, however, need not be intrinsically complete. Let the intrinsic completion of M -be denoted by R-. Then we define the abstract boundary space, I?, by Now, it is clear from the definitions that an extension T of To is maximal accretive if and only if its graph, G(T), is a maximd positive subspace in H containing P. Also, one can check directly that for any densely defined operator Tin S we have the identity in H. From [19, Lemmas 2.1 and 2 3 J it follows that if T is a maximal accretive extension of To, then G(T)' is a maximal negative subspace in H, Q-orthogonal to P = G(To), and conversely, that if N is a maximal negative subspace in H Q-orthogonal to P, then N' is the graph of a maximal accretive extension T of To. Consequently, by [19, Theorem 5.11, if T is a maximal accretive extension of To then G(T)' c P' and is maximal negative with respect to all of the subspaces of P', and conversely, if N is a subspaa of P' = G(-To+) maximal negative with respect to all subspaces of P' , then N' is the graph of a maximal accretive extension T of To. Finally we have 1 I) , where (., -) is the usual inner product on Lila, b), H is a Krein space. For t = (u, Tou) in P we have by (2.9). Thus by (A2) P is a closed positive subspace of H with a trivial null space. From (2.6) and (2.16) we have that P'= G(-T,), and from there exist 2n real linearly independent functions w1 ,..., w, , in 9 satisfying and ' ~j~-~] ( a ) = 6~~, 1 Ci, k < n , (3.4) and M + is the linear span of the pairs Gi= { w i , -Tlwi) = {wi, w i ) ,
IbiG2n.
We next consider the negative subspace M -. Let ii = {u, -TI u ) E M . . . Define the space X by X = H n x C n x C n x C n x C n , (3.13) where H,, is defined to be the closure of 9 with respect to the inner product (., e) , .
We identify P' with a subspace of X via the association 
and thus the correspondence (3.14) is a one-to-one inner product preserving map of P' into X. Before constructing the completion R-in X, we need several lemmas. 
{ v t ( a + B ) , f ( a + B ) , t ( r -S ) , f ( 6 -~) ) .
The spaces X + and X-are positive and negative definite, respectively, and intrinsically complete as The strong norm on X (with respect to (3.18)) is given for a= {u, a, B, y. 6 ) by
We presently show that lii-may be identified with the strong closure of (the subspace identified with) M -in X. To this end we require 6 = {u, a,, a,, $, Therefore we have proved that as a sesquilinear form in 2 = Li(a, b) , A[., .] is sectorial and closed, the latter conclusion being a consequence of 13.26) We now choose a,, 1 < i < 2 4 so that the function y defined by (3.29) lies in D(S). By definition, y E 9 ( S ) if and only if for 1 < i ,< 2n, by (2.7). On substituting (3.29) into (3.31 ) we obtain for 1 < i < 2 4
Observe that for 1 < i, k 9 2n
Cwk, wiI(b)-Cwk, wi](a)= ( T W~, ~i ) -( w~, Z W~) (by 2.7)
Conwquently, setting a = (a, ,..., a,)T, v = (j: wv, f, ..., jj: ov, f )T, we have u, (a), a,, u,(b), f12 ) E M it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there exists a sequence {u,) in 9 satisfying (3. 13 and tending to u in Hn. Since u,,(a), u,,(b) tend to u,(a), ul(b), r e s p tively, the elements (u,, u,,,(a), u,,(a), u,,(b), u,,,(b) a2, u2(b), 8,) . Consequently M is the strong closure of M -. ( LEMMA 3.8. Assuming (3.22) , the boundnry space A as a subspace of X is $isen by A = M + @ M = { { u , u l ( a ) , p . u l ( b ) , v ) : u~H n a n d p , v~C n ) .
Proof: As M -is a subspace of L, it follows that the strong con;p;fetion ad the intrinsic completion of M -in X coincide. Thus R-= M.' It remains to shows that for each 8= {v, v l ( a ) , p, v,(b), v ) , where V E Hn and FVEC" are arbitrary, there exist constants a , , a and a   i= (u, u,(a), a , , u,(b), b2 ) in M such that
We choose u E Hn so that I ahere the numbers ai are to be determined so that l i~ M, i.e., so that for D(wi, w,) . The values of a,, 1 < r < 2n, are now determined uniquely, by a similar argument to that following (3.33). 1
We are now in a position to prove THEOREM 3.9. Under the assumption (3.22), an operator T is a maximal accretive extension of To if and only if its adjoint, T*, is a restriction of TI to a domain of the form where the functions #')E H, and vectors p"), v(') E C", 1 < i < 2n, satisfy Prooj: As is a n,,, space, all maximal positive subspaces of l ? have dimension 2n and are generated by a set (6(')= (4('), +?)(a), p"', +Yb(b), v")): 1 < i < 2n), where the #' ), p"), and v(') satisfy ( It is clear from Lemma 3.8 that l ? is a strict subspace (of codimension 1 2n) of X. The next theorem shows that the realization of Z? given in 1 Lemma 3.8 is not unique in that any maximal negative subspace of X gives rise to a maximal accretive extension of To. Finally, the maximal accretive extensions of To may now be described explicitly, via the method of Brown and Krall [4] . Consider a restriction S of T, defined by the conditions where p"), v"), q"), p") denote fixed vectors in Cn, 1 ,< i,< 2n, and the #"' , 1 < i < 212, denote given functions in Hn. Assume also that 9 ( S ) is dense in Li[a, b]. The latter assumption is justified by the fact that the operators S will be closed and maximal accretive, and therefore densely defined by [19, Theorem 2.33. Our objective here is to determine the specific form for the operator S*. For given y E Ca and 4 = (#'), q5(2),..., q5c"))T as above, the partial adjoints for r (see [4] ) are defined by
Adapting the treatment in [4, 5 1 to cover the quasi-differential expression case considered herein, we obtain and 9(2) are linearly independent. There are now two cases. If
